2012 DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY SPRING AWARDS RECEPTION
THURSDAY, APRIL 12, 2012
RECEPTION 5:00PM – 7:30PM
PURDUE MEMORIAL UNION (PMU) ROOM 118

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM NO LATER THAN MONDAY APRIL 2. 2012

Mail to: Rebecca Gwin
Purdue University Department of History
221 University Hall, 672 Oval Drive
West Lafayette, IN 47907-2087

If you would like to make a donation to the History Department please make the check to the Purdue Research Foundation and note it as a donation.

PARENT(S)/GUARDIAN(S) NAME(S): __________________________________________________________

STUDENT’S NAME:________________________________________________________

_____ I (We) plan to attend.

_____ I (We) will bring guests, below are the name(s).

_____ I (We) regret that I (we) cannot attend.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

GUESTS

NAME:_________________________________________    NAME:________________________________________

NAME:_________________________________________    NAME:________________________________________

NAME:_________________________________________    NAME:________________________________________

NAME:_________________________________________  NAME:________________________________________

NAME TAGS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE ENTRANCE OF PMU 118 FOR EACH ATTENDEE.